I-Optia

Creating Value
with digital
technologies for
Industry
www.i-optia.com
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=OtwQltTNE5E

Our Products

I - Optia
Engineering and technology
developer company
We are focused on designing and
implementing
practical,
digital
applications
for
the
industry,
supported on Artificial Intelligence,
Engineering Practices and Visualization, to improve operating costs
and enrich decision making.
We have experience on applications
for Mining, Oil & Gas production,
Pipelines and LNG sectors, working
for large operations in countries like
UK, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Chile and
Colombia.
Our services cover f rom conf iguring
effective Asset Integrity, Reliability,
Operations,
Maintenance
and
Integrated Planning systems and
integrating them with Artif icial
Intelligence (AI) systems.

Great business come
from great idea.

Training the client workforce, on how
to create value out of this powerful
combination of data, technology
and expertise, is another key service
in our portfolio.
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AMOP
Asset Management
Optimization Process.
This is an architecture that
incorporates 12 proved
successful subprocesses,
assembled in an interdependent
arrangement,
and each subprocess is
conf igured
to
support
sound process safety, humans safety and productivity, all oriented to provide necessary data, to
support using Artif icial
Intelligence (AI) tools, as
part of Integrated Digital
Platforms.
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Ai-Relia-Bdt
Artif icial Intelligence,
Reliability and Big Data.
This is an integrated software application that comprises algorithms to support Big Data processing,
Analytics and Visualization, oriented towards root
cause failure analysis, predictions of failure and process deviations and data
segmentation for visual
analysis.

Digital Twins
I-Optia´s Digital Twins
offer enhanced real time
information
regarding
predictions and prescriptions of process deviations,
equipment degradation,
or failures, in addition to
engineering or other process related information.
This functionality presents
a powerful tool to support critical functions on
process safety, optimized
operations, and decision
making. Key information
is readily available to operators, reliability engineers,
equipment
engineers,
managers, and others.
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AISCM
Artif icial Intelligence
Supported Supply Chain
Management
It is an integrated software
application designed to
create value out of 9 interdependent subprocesses
conf igured to improve the
reliability of SCM, as well
as, providing data to support using Artif icial Intelligence (AI) tools, as part
of Integrated Digital Platforms.
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One Example, AI & Oil & Gas

Application of
Our Products
i-Optia solutions are based on the combination
of Big Data Systems, Advanced Analytics and
Visualization technologies, with expertise on
Process, Reliability, Facilities, Operations and
Maintenance Engineering, to capture early
wins, as well as, developing a route map for
Digital Transformation focussed primarily
on Value Creation.
We use Artifitial Intelligence in:
- AI & Operations Optimization
- AI & Asset Management
- AI & Reliability
- AI & Pipelines
- AI & Oil & Gas
- AI & Metal Benefitiation
- Ai & Mining

I-Optia has experience implementing and integrating
Asset Integrity Management Systems with AI for large
oil and gas projects...!

- A Route Map for Digital Transformation

Asset Integrity is a critical foundation for Process Safety, Humans Safety, Environment Protection and Productivity.
Understanding asset degradation mechanisms is of paramount importance to address Systemic Root Causes (SRC´s) that affect multiple
functional blocks and end up causing high impact events.
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Our
Experience

How “Ai-Relia-BDt” Helped a Cooper
Concentration Plant.

Improvement in an Offshore Gas &
Condensate Field using “Ai-Relia-BDt”

From an initial objective to improve SAG

Changing a historic operational paradigm allowed important reductions in
platform shutdowns and productivity increase.

mills energy eff iciency to A great opportunity for improving overall plant performance, including energy.
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“Ai-Relia-BDt” and Early Gains in a
High Pressure Bauxite Ref ining Plant.

“Ai-Relia-BDt” & Improvements in Mining Heavy Equipment.

Incorporating process data in addition to
mechanical parameters revealed true key
Root Causes for chronic and premature
failures of digestion slurry PD pumps.

Incorporating fuel, lube oil and coolant
chemistry data into Big Data matrix for
Analytics algorithms allows savings in
fuel consumption, increased productivity
and engine reliability improvement.

Our Team

Guillermo Bermúdez
CEO & GENERAL
MANAGER

Sonia Giraldo
SALES & MARKETING
MANAGER

Santiago Bermúdez
AI & ROBOTICS
MANAGER

José Mauricio Miguez
DATA SCIENCE
MANAGER

Luis Alberto Rodríguez
IT & DEVELOPER
MANAGER

Guillermo Gutiérrez
TELECOMMUNICATIONS &
IT SENIOR ADVISOR

Prakash Iyer
REFINING & LNG
IT SENIOR ADVISOR

Rodian Andrés Oliveros
SENIOR INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
ANALYTICS ADVISOR
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Contact Us
Office Address 1:
Calle 187 Bis # 20-45 Of I2-301
Bogota, Colombia.
Phone Number (+57) 301 542 0537

Office Address 2:
1855 Rue Therrien 107a
Brossard, QC, Canada.
Phone Number (+1) 514 553 9751

www.i-optia.com

